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Delamo’s new Janitor Auto Cart offers high-capacity storage and organization with 

comfortable mobility. The innovative and ergonomic details paired with the available add on 

utility accessories help to create an even more efficient cleaning system.

Available in 2 sizes; designed to fit your needs.

      8989-DMS: 3 Tiers  •  8989-SMS: 2 Tiers

Accessories for the Janitor Auto Cart: Vinyl Liners, Storage Bin  

and Caddy.

Docking Station: Our Docking station feature locks 

all available Delamo wringer buckets onto the Cart at 

floor level. No heavy lifting required; just dock and go. 

It features a foot pedal lock to engage and release the 

Delamo wringer bucket. It is so easy to use and maneuver! 
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Janitor Caddy: Removable Janitor 

Caddy has molded in grooves for neat 

trigger bottle placement and built in 

storage for bowl mop. Additional space 

for cart supplies and tool organization.
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Durable Leak-Proof Vinyl Bag: 
Made with durable vinyl and zippered for 

convenient access to trash liner.
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Safety Floor Sign Storage: 
Holds up to four add-on safety signs.
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Secure Utility Storage: Built in storage clips 

and openings around the cart provide easy access 

to a variety of cleaning instruments including mops, 

brooms and lobby dustpans.
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Comfort Cart Handle Grip: The 

handle grip design provides the user with 

increased movement control and comfort.
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6-Qt. Disinfecting Pails: Add-on pails 

hold cleaning solution, micro-cloths and other 

supplies. There is enough room for 2 pails.
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Easy Release Liner Lock: The innovative 

liner lock and release feature allows the liner to 

fit neatly inside the vinyl bag.  Placement and 

removal is simple and fast without the extra 

hassle. Just press the convenient buttons to 

release the liner lock belt, place the liner in place 

and push down to lock it into place.
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Storage Bins: Add on durable 

storage bins provide extra space for 

cleaning tools and products. Easy access 

from either side of the Janitor cart.
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Shown with Side Press Wringer Bucket - #8013, 6 Qt. Red Pail - #8006, Lobby 
Dustpan - #8378, Wet Floor Sign - #8011 and spray bottles not included.




